2001 cadillac deville ac compressor

Air Conditioning problem Cadillac Deville V8 Two Wheel Drive Automatic i I have a deviile, the
compressor will not come on its seems to not be getting any power. Had a new compressor
installed and its doing the exact same thing, one mechanic says its the computer. Is there any
other possible solutions rather than spending a ton of money on a new computer. Do you. There
are several possibilities as to why the compressor may not come on, the least probable being
the PCM. The compressor relay is grounded by the PCM, but it can inhibit operation due to
certain faults, low ressure or a false indication of low pressure is one of them. The compressor
relay is in this fuse box as well, a quick check for a failed relay would be to swap it with another
relay of the same type you should have several in that fuse box. If the relay is not the problem,
then the next thing would be to check trouble codes. Record the codes that are present, and
report them. When the system was recovered for service, how much refrigerant was removed,
and how much was replaced? Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Thanks
For Your Need to replace your cars air conditioner compressor? We are a team of ASE certified
mechanics that have created this guide so you can save money and get the satisfaction of It
Was Easy On The Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! By caddydeville05 , January
19, in General Cadillac Forums. What exactly does this mean and how do I go about fixing this
problem? Cadillac Jim 19 posts. KHE 13 posts. Enough refrigerant has leaked out of the air
conditioning system that the compressor has shut down in order to prevent damage to the
compressor. There is a leak in the system somewhere. The compressors in these cars are belly
leakers - because the aluminum ends are not painted, corrosion will eventually get under the
case o-rings and cause a leak. You can also get that code when the compressor's reed valves
go. That happened to me at about , miles, and the fragments took out the dryer. This is my first
Cadillac to ever own so this is all new to me. I figured there was a leak bc I know you don't have
to add freon that often. Also my gas gauge range was reading all crazy. I read where you could
disconnect the positive side on battery for a few seconds so I did and the low refrigerant ac
compressor off light went away. I drove around for a little while and all seemed well so I came
home. About an hour later I was gonna go to walmart, got in car and it wouldn't crank. I
unhooked the positive side on battery again but when I went to re connect it I hear a steady
clicking noise coming from the fuse box located next to the engine. With that being said I can't
even connect the positive side back without it clicking and am getting no power at all. I need
help, I hope this is an easy fix. Should I get a new battery? When the car didn't start and I
disconnected the positive side on battery and re connected I went to try and start the car it
didn't start then all of a sudden the trunk and the gas tank door popped open. I'm really
confused! I don't have a clue how to check for codes or what they mean or how to clear them. I
believe that I replied to this question on the other thread that you started with the battery
problem as the topic. Everytime I reconnect the positive side to the battery the Inadvert Power
Relay fuse in my MaxiFuse box starts clicking. You should disconnect the negative battery
terminal FIRST or you run the risk of shorting your wrench on the frame which will give you a
lesson in welding very quickly. After the negative side is disconnected, then disconnect the
positive terminal. Reconnect the positive terminal first, then the negative terminal. I would put a
trickle charger on the battery before I tried hooking it back up. Or, take it in and have it charged,
and checked out. Your car is 16 yrs old. We do not know how old the battery is. It may certainly
need a new battery. And you should have the charging system inspected at least. You may get
lucky and only need a bit of freon. Condenser, hose, even compressor. Where are you? It's
pretty cold in the US now. I hate it when car dies away from home. Now u need to pay for a
jump, or a tow home. What's a new battery worth for peace of mind? Cheaper than a tow truck.
Ok guys I have a question. I went to get my ac system recharged and add freon. Got 1lb of freon
added and was told my system was now full but still wouldn't blow cold. Apparently I didn't
clear codes first in order for compressor to engage so my question is how did he add any freon
if that's the case? So before I get the system evacuated and recharged I have to clear all codes,
is that all I have to do to get compressor to engage and take the charge or should I also
disconnect neg side of battery then reconnect? Thanks for any advice! You have to go into
diagnostics and clear the code out. I head the low side pressure switch click always when
charging and then i know its energized. The low side pressure sensors leak at the oring so just
replace the oring and head to a hardware store to match it up. Also , the compressors leak bad
too. The system capacity is 2. I actually don't have any current codes showing right now so
that's another thing that is confusing me. I use to get the very low refrigerant ac compressor off
notification when I turned the ac on but now that I went and got it topped off with freon even
though it really didn't take the charge I no longer get that notification. I heard the compressors
can leak to but obviously it would have to be engaged for me to tell but its still off. I'm
completely lost as to how to get my ac working and its extremely hot right now it's killing me. U
is the only current code I have showing at the moment. Not positive but I think that has

something to do with failed communication or something like that. U is a code that is thrown
when a module is pinged but doesn't get back to the IPM in time. A U from the IPM every month
or two is normal. That code has been current ever since I bought the car about 8 months ago.
I've cleared it several times but it comes right back. I know my gas readings are out of whack.
My range is way off and the gal it shows are wrong too. As I drive they both fluctuate like crazy.
I've tried techron several times and have had no luck. Maybe my sending unit is bad but I'm not
sure, what do yall think? Most of them will result in a DIC message or a warning light. If you hav.
The U code can be thrown by several modules. You can tell which module threw the code by the
sequence it is displayed in the DIC when you run the codes. Then we can use the car's
schematics to tell you where to look. Another thing I might add is my trunk latch isn't working
properly and also not sure if it has one of those motors that when it catches the motir closes it
all the way? I took the two bolts off and turned the latch clockwise twice to where it lowered the
latch where it would be if it was closed all the way. Do you think that could be throwing the
code? Just a thought. Your car has a trunk pull-down. I sold my Cadillac a couple of months
ago and never had the problem myself. If you are getting a message on the DIC, there will be a
code that reflects why the message was thrown. It isn't the IPC U, though. If you are getting a
hard U from the IPC, one of the other modules is either off-line the PPL wire in it's connectors is
broken or the connection is loose or a module is dead. A fuse can cause this. Yea I'm getting
that code from the cars computer. I had the cat converter code and the sensor in front of the cat
code current last week but I just got those two things replaced over the weekend so those
codes are both history now. As of today the IPC U is the only current code showing when I run
the diagnostics from the caddy computer. When you turn on the key or begin the process of
reading the OBD codes all the dash lights come on for a few seconds. Check to see if any of
them are NOT coming on. First, all the lights should come on, then the MIL and oil pressure
lights should be on when the key is on, but the engine isn't started. If those lights don't come on
when all the rest come on, the EBTCM is offline, probably because of a fuse. If there is an overly
long pause before any one of them that stands out as longer than the pause before the others,
make a note of which one. If you don't have one of those, then the module won't be in the list.
We can tell you how to change the overrides but it's not for the faint of heart and there is some
risk involved; some people let the dealer do that. You have two main fuse blocks, one in front of
the left strut tower under a plastic door and the other in the trunk on the left side behind the
trunk liner. The fuses to check, and the modules that they power, are:. Many times a
malfunctioning trunk pulldown can be traced to a broken upper latch switch which is caused by
people slamming the trunk. Unplug the switch and use an ohm meter to test the switch. You can
post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Note:
Your post will require moderator approval before it will be visible. Paste as plain text instead.
Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from
URL. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Prev 1 2 3 Next Page 1 of 3. Recommended Posts.
Posted January 19, Thanks in advance for any helpful advice. Link to post Share on other sites.
Replies 67 Created 8 yr Last Reply 7 yr. Top Posters In This Topic 24 19 13 5. KHE Posted
January 19, Cadillac Jim Posted January 19, Posted January 20, Cadillac Jim Posted January
20, KHE Posted January 20, Posted January 22, edited. Edited January 22, by joeb. Posted May
19, KHE Posted May 20, Posted May 20, Cadillac Jim Posted May 20, Cadillac Jim Posted May
21, Posted May 21, If you hav The U code can be thrown by several modules. Ok thanks for the
reply. You should have other codes. Are you reading these from the DIC using the car's
computer? FUSES You have two main fuse blocks, one in front of the left strut tower under a
plastic door and the other in the trunk on the left side behind the trunk liner. KHE Posted May
21, Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image
from URL. Followers 2. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. Your Account. Support Center.
Select Year. Select Make. Select Model. Select Part. Select Fitment. We ship from multiple
warehouses across the country, so you get your part as soon as possible. Free, one year or
more , unlimited mileage warranty. Covers everything; parts and shipping costs. Experts in auto
parts since â€” rated 4. The part you are searching for is not available online. Please contact us
for further information. The AC system comprises a condenser, accumulator-drier, evaporator,
compressor, and expansion device. The AC Compressor pumps the liquid refrigerant
throughout the system. It is mounted between the low pressure and high pressure sides of the
AC system in order to maintain the pressure difference and regulate refrigerant gases. If you are
searching for genuine car replacement parts, you have come to the right place. Buy Auto Parts
offers a wide range of OEM replacements and premium aftermarket parts at affordable prices.
All the parts we sell for your Cadillac come with a warranty, unless mentioned otherwise on our
website. All our car parts are tested to meet or exceed industry standards. To view the parts that
fit your vehicle, you need to select the right year and model of your Cadillac from our online

catalog. If you need assistance in finding the Cadillac Deville AC compressor, call us and we
will find it for you. As we have warehouses all across the country, you can be assured of
receiving your Cadillac Deville AC compressor from the warehouse closest to your location, on
time. Our USA-based sales and support teams are here to answer all your technical questions
regarding the AC compressor. Click here for Mobile version. Home Toggle navigation. Your
Account Support Center. We've got your back Free, one year or more , unlimited mileage
warranty. Return for any reason within 60 days for a full refund. Your part can be more easily
found using the Diff Wizard. Thank You! Secure Shopping. All rights reserved. Skip to main
content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Air Flap Actuator. Air Inlet Door Actuator. Blower Motor.
Blower Motor Regulator. Blower Motor Relay. Blower Motor Resistor. Cabin Air Filter Case.
Cabin Air Temperature Sensor. Cabin Air Temperature Sensor Connector. Heated Seat Element
Connector. Heater Core. Heater Hose. Heater Hose Connector. Heater Hose Fitting. R12
Refrigerant Oil. Schrader Valve. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Cooling
System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools
and Hardware. AC Delco. Four Seasons. Spectra Premium. Shop By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge.
Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Product List Price:. Core Price [? Product Remark:
Standard Temp. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Features: Direct fit replacement
All product needed to do the job right the first time Designed to meet or exceed OE fit, form, and
function Durability tested on every new design gpd Compressor Kits include, Compressor,
Accumulator, Expansion Device, and Rapid Seal Kits unless otherwise noted. The compressor
kit provides the components needed to complete the job right. All gpd Compressor kits are
application specific. A , mile durability test is performed on every new compressor design. All
65 series compressors come with the proper amount of oil inside of the compressor for each
application. Image is not vehicle specific. Catalog: B. Vehicle Cadillac DeVille. Catalog: T.
Catalog: A. Catalog: H. Vehicle Engine Cadillac DeVille. Catalog: N. The first thing to do is to run
the OBD codes and post them here. The link in my signature block goes to a Caddyinfo page
that tells how. Check to see if you have power at the compressor. Then check if you have a
good ground. Test the coil it should not be any more than 5 OHMS. If that is all good you should
see what your sensors are reading if they are all in working order get a scan tool and see if you
can activate your compressor from there. If you can you can safely assume that its not on the
output side of your system. An insuffecient ra charge can also make it not engage. Hopes any of
this helps. Check for codes, it will turn itself off if the refrigerant is low to protect itself, that is
the first place to start. Follow Jim's advice above. Jim you had it right the first time, he said its
going to ECON, for me that happened when a low refrigerant or bad low pressure switch code
was responsible. Once the coolant starts getting sucked in, by the time the sensor would have
detected it's low, it has already been getting charged. Those cheapo gauges you can buy by the
freon are junk. For my DTS it claimed it was in the red when in reality it was where it needed to
be. Dont go by those junk gauges people, use a real set of gauges. Those low side only gages
are worse than worthless. By not monitoring the high side, the system can be severely
overcharged - I worked on a Chevy van a few years back that the owner kept adding Ra to the
system because it didn't cool. The high side pressure was close to psi yet the owner stated the
needle was still in the green zone on his tire pressure gage. I recovered the refrigerant, and
charged it with the proper amount and it cooled fine I also drained about 10 ozs of oil from the
system If you hook the low side only gage up whan the engine is off, they will read the static
pressure in the system and the needle will be in the "red zone". The readings need to be taken
with the compressor running and right before it cycles off. I have an 05 deville. The garage said
it most likely the top wire to compresser and i need to replace the whole unit.. Make sure that
you are using a good code reader that provides Bnnn codes. If you aren't sure, go to Autozone
or another outfit that reads all your codes for free. Second, if you have a voltmeter or test light,
you should be able to work a probe into the contact at the compressor DK GRN wire. If it reads
volts when the compressor clutch is supposed to be engaged, the wire is OK. But, watch for the
belt slipping on the pulley as the cause of the compressor not turning. One last thing - check
the routing of the serpentine belt to make sure that it isn't re-routed somehow. OK so I have a
cadillac deville 4. The belt was bad when I bought the car a week ago and the top of the belt
shows that the belt was sticking. I relaxed the belt and when I got to work right when I got the
the new belt was split down the middle. I replaced with my old belt I had in the trunk and
dressed the belt. I started it up and when looking at it I found that the ac clutch was not
spinning. It would spin and stop spin and then stop then not spin at all. I drove it home. When I
got there I had my friend look at it and found it wasn't spinning again so I started it and turned
on the ac and saw sparks and the belt chipping away and it the belt would spin and then not
spin at all. I don't know what to do and I don't have money for a new compressor unit. What
should I do? I need help bad. I think the sticking on the top not grooved side of the belt is from

the belt spinning and the the ac pulley not rotating and causing it to stick to the tensioner. I
think it all has to do with the pulley thing Given the age I would just have the complete
compressor replaced. Has the system been retrofitted to Ra or is it still R12? Honestly I'm not
sure. I think it may be one of my pulley bearings as well because it makes some scratching
noises. Anyone know if a CTS will throw a code? My compressor wont engage. I dont want to
add any a until i know it's a leak or if the compressor is done. If it is I probably wont fix it. I
havent had a chance to code read it yet. I'll have to get one. But even then i'm just reading static
pressure. Do i only add coolent if they show 0 psi? I tried to jump the relay but got nothing. I
haven't tried power straight to the compressor yet. Let us know if there is a dash light on.
Regarding the codes, if you have OnStar you can ask the operator to read the codes to you, and
to email them to you. Then, you can buy a new air conditioner relay right there if that's the
problem. If you don't have a dash light on, check those first. If the car starts and runs OK, that
relay is good. Lots of lights on, but nothing that I see indicating air conditioning. Checked low
pressure static, car not running, and psi is about psi. Ems2 and clutch compressor fuses are
fine. Bought a can but going to return it. At best its a simple top off at best. I personally would
never ever use those cans. The proper way to charge the system is to evacuate it with a pump
to remove moisture and establish there are no seriois leaks and fill it with the proper amount of
refrigerant. You NEED to get the codes, until then we can do nothing and neither should you. If
there is a sensor wire disconnected we will know immediately. This is no guessing game. Post
the codes here. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post
with your account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it will be visible.
Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor.
Upload or insert images from URL. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Prev 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2.
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0 Posted June 30, Posted June 30, Cadillac Jim Posted June 30, Levi Feuerherm 0 Posted
October 22, Posted October 22, Posted October 23, Sounds like the clutch bearing is gone. May
be the compressor itself as well. If it does it only when commanded on then likely the
compressor is locked up. If it does it all the time it could be the clutch or both. Levi Feuerherm 0
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Sign In Sign Up. Most Cadillac automobiles were manufactured with air conditioning systems,
which use a compressor to circulate a freon coolant through the system. This compressor
operates at high pressures and can wear out or fail, requiring replacement. Have the air
conditioning system evacuated with professional equipment at a garage or oil change center.
Some places will do this for free because they are compensated for collecting the discharged
freon. Disconnect the battery from the car by turning the positive terminal bolt
counterclockwise. Place the terminal away from the battery. Disconnect the wiring harness from
the compressor by pulling out the adapter plug from the connector on the unit. Store this wire
away from the work area. Disconnect the freon lines by turning the compressor's line bolts
counterclockwise with the line wrench. Some systems use a standard nut size, and can be
removed from the compressor with a normal wrench. Store them away from the compressor.
Remove the drive belt from the compressor's pulley wheel by loosening the tension on the belt.
For serpentine systems, press firmly on the tension pulley arm and slide the belt out from
underneath the idle pulley. The other mount bolts must also be loosened for the compressor to
move, giving slack to the belt. Slide the belt from the compressor pulley wheel. Remove the
compressor mount nuts and s
1993 sedan deville
p2004 jeep patriot
pontiac 400 firing order diagram
lide the mount bolts out. The compressor will now be free for removal, and can be manipulated
out of the engine compartment. Eli Laurens is a ninth-grade physics teacher as well as a
computer programmer and writer. He studied electrical engineering and architecture at
Southern Polytechnic University in Marietta, Ga. Step 1 Have the air conditioning system
evacuated with professional equipment at a garage or oil change center. Step 2 Disconnect the
battery from the car by turning the positive terminal bolt counterclockwise. Step 3 Disconnect
the wiring harness from the compressor by pulling out the adapter plug from the connector on
the unit. Step 4 Disconnect the freon lines by turning the compressor's line bolts

counterclockwise with the line wrench. Step 5 Remove the drive belt from the compressor's
pulley wheel by loosening the tension on the belt. References chevroletforum. Do not attempt
this procedure without disconnecting the battery. Use extreme caution when working with
freon.

